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What is DMDX?

• DMDX (Forster and Forster 2003) is a Windows-based software 

that is used widely in psychology and linguistics experimentation 

for stimulus-presentation purposes.

• DMDX was developed by Jonathan C. Forster and Kenneth I. Forster 

(both formerly of  the University of  Arizona) to replace DMASTR.

• DMDX and related software is available for download here.

• To design and run a visual masked priming experiment, you will 

need to have some proficiency in DMDX scripting.
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https://link.springer.com/article/10.3758/BF03195503
http://www.u.arizona.edu/~kforster/dmdx/dmdx.htm


Why use DMDX?

1. DMDX, and related software, are totally free and are still fairly 

regularly updated by Jonathan C. Forster.

2. Lots of  learning and troubleshooting resources are available:

• Me.

• The official DMDX help page.

• The official DMDX listserv.

• Isabelle Darcy’s DMDX tutorial and other free tutorials.
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http://u.arizona.edu/~jonathangeary/
http://www.u.arizona.edu/~jforster/dmdx/help/dmdxhdmdx.htm
http://www.u.arizona.edu/~kforster/dmdx/list_serv.htm
http://www.iub.edu/~psyling/resources/dmdx-tutorial_id_2010.pdf


Why use DMDX?

3. DMDX allows for precise control over stimulus presentation 
and can record user responses with millisecond accuracy.

• Other software may not allow you to present stimuli with the same 
accuracy (e.g. PsychoPy (Pierce 2007)). If  you choose to eschew DMDX, 
be sure to check that your software can present stimuli as intended.

4. DMDX is extremely flexible, especially once you become 
familiar with DMDX scripting.

5. DMDX records lots of  useful diagnostic information.

6. DMDX-based experiments can be conducted remotely. 4

http://www.jbe-platform.com/content/journals/10.1075/ml.8.3.07wit


Why should you NOT use DMDX?

1. DMDX will only run on a Windows computer.

• This isn’t much of  a problem if  you run subjects in-lab.

• It can be a problem if  you run subjects remotely, but they often have 

access to a Windows machine somewhere (e.g. in the library).

2. DMDX scripting can seem scary/ugly/esoteric at first…

• Once you learn DMDX, it’s very easy to script, especially if  you’re willing 

to take the time to look through the DMDX help page for help.
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Sample DMDX Script

Header

Individual Trial

Expected response

Trial identifier #

Frame delimiters

Frame duration

Text to display during 

current frame

Signal to start clock 

and allow response.
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Creating a DMDX Script
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DMDX Scripting: Preliminaries

• Before you create an experiment, you need to collect some basic 

information about your computer using TimeDX.

• To successfully run an experiment, you need to know:

• Your monitor refresh rate (i.e. how long it takes your monitor to 

refresh/change the current display);

• The available input devices;

• The button mappings for the input device(s) you will use.
8

http://psy1.psych.arizona.edu/~jforster/dmdx/help/timedxhtimedxhelp.htm
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TimeDX: Monitor Refresh Rate

• Your monitor refresh rate (MRR) = the minimum duration of  a “tick”, so
this constrains how precisely you 
can present stimuli.

• e.g. if  you have a MRR of  16.7 ms, 
you can present a stimulus for a 
duration of  50 ms (= 3 x 16.7).

• If  you have a different MRR, you can 
still run a VMP experiment by using
a different prime duration (e.g. 60 ms).

• Basic Tests >> Refresh Rate
10



TimeDX: Monitor Refresh Rate

• When you write a DMDX script, you 
can specify the duration of  stimulus 
presentation either in the number of  
“ticks” or in milliseconds.

• If  you specify a duration that your 
monitor is not capable of, DMDX 
will present the stimulus for the next 
highest possible duration.

• If  e.g. you said “50 ms”, but your 
monitor has a 45 ms MRR, DMDX 
will present the stimulus for 90 ms…

# ticks 17 ms 20 ms 45 ms

1 17 20 45

2 34 40 90

3 51 60 135

4 68 80 180

5 85 100 235
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TimeDX: Input Devices

• Input devices (ID) = the devices 

that DMDX can accept user 

responses from.

• You need to know the name of  

the device your subjects will use, 

as well as the names of  buttons. 

This can vary from PC to PC.

• Basic Tests >> Input Test
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TimeDX: Input Devices

• If  you miscode the name of  an 
ID in a script (e.g. my gamepad is 
recognized as “Gamepad F310 
(controller)” on a lab PC, but as 
“Controller (Gamepad F310)” 
on my laptop), DMDX will not 
give you an error message.

• It will give you an error message 
when you try to map a response 
to one of  the ID’s buttons.
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This is because the input 

device itself  was not found!



DMDX Scripting: Preliminaries

• Once you’ve got your monitor refresh rate and the names of  the relevant 

input devices and buttons, you can start to write your experiment script.

• Experiment scripts are just text files (saved in Rich Text Format, .rtf) that 

contain sequences of  instructions which tell DMDX:

• Scripts are divided into (1) the header line and (2) the list of  item/trial lines.

• what stimuli to present;

• how long to present the stimuli;

• what response to expect for a stimulus;

• when to start recording responses;

• the order of  items and which items to 

randomize/how to randomize items.
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DMDX Scripting: Lexical Decision Script

<ep> <s 4> <azk> <cr> <d 0> <vm desktop> <msdfd 500> <dwc 0> 

<dbc 255255255> <dfs 12> <t 3000> <nfbt> <FeedbackLine 4> <fbd 100>

<id keyboard> <id “Controller (Gamepad F310)”> <mr “+Button 7”>

<mnr “+Button 4”> <mpr “+Button 5”> <eop>

$0 <cfb “Correct”> <wfb “Wrong”> <tlfb “No response detected”>,

“Press SPACEBAR to begin”;$

+911901 * "LOCK"/;

+911902 * "BERRY"/;

-921995 * "PONK"/;

-921996 * "CUSTY"/;

$0 “Thank you for participating!”;$
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DMDX Scripting: Header Line

<ep> <s 4> <azk> <cr> <d 0> <vm desktop> <msdfd 500> <dwc 0> 

<dbc 255255255> <dfs 12> <t 3000> <nfbt> <FeedbackLine 4> <fbd 100>

<id keyboard> <id “Controller (Gamepad F310)”> <mr “+Button 7”>

<mnr “+Button 4”> <mpr “+Button 5”> <eop>

• Every DMDX script starts with a header line, which specifies certain global 

parameters (e.g. the default frame duration, what input devices to use).

• Many of  these parameters can be changed later in the script.

• You can learn more about parameters from the DMDX help webpage.

18

http://www.u.arizona.edu/~jforster/dmdx/help/dmdxhallkeywordssortedbykeyword.htm


DMDX Scripting: Header Line

<ep> <s 4> <azk> <cr> <d 0> <vm desktop> <msdfd 500> <dwc 0> 

<dbc 255255255> <dfs 12> <t 3000> <nfbt> <FeedbackLine 4> <fbd 100>

<id keyboard> <id “Controller (Gamepad F310)”> <mr “+Button 7”>

<mnr “+Button 4”> <mpr “+Button 5”> <eop>

• <ExtendedParameters>/<ep> and <EndOfParamaeters>/<eop> 

Mark the beginning and end, respectively, of  the parameters of  the header.

• If  the header line extends across multiple lines, you need these.

• <s X> Size of  the scramble block (more on this later).
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DMDX Scripting: Header Line

<ep> <s 4> <azk> <cr> <d 0> <vm desktop> <msdfd 500> <dwc 0> 

<dbc 255255255> <dfs 12> <t 3000> <nfbt> <FeedbackLine 4> <fbd 100>

<id keyboard> <id “Controller (Gamepad F310)”> <mr “+Button 7”>

<mnr “+Button 4”> <mpr “+Button 5”> <eop>

• <azk> Output data to AZKII file format (.azk extension).

• <cr> Continuous Run (i.e. move on to the next item after each trial; don’t 

wait for the user to request the next item).

• <d X> Delay (i.e. the number of  ticks DMDX waits between a request and

the presentation of  the next item).
20



DMDX Scripting: Header Line

<ep> <s 4> <azk> <cr> <d 0> <vm desktop> <msdfd 500> <dwc 0> 

<dbc 255255255> <dfs 12> <t 3000> <nfbt> <FeedbackLine 4> <fbd 100>

<id keyboard> <id “Controller (Gamepad F310)”> <mr “+Button 7”>

<mnr “+Button 4”> <mpr “+Button 5”> <eop>

• <VideoMode …>/<vm …> Video Mode (i.e. sets the Direct X video 
mode, using information about the screen size, refresh rate, etc.).

• You can use “<vm desktop>” to use the current desktop settings.

• <dfd X>/<msdfd X> Default Frame Duration

• This specifies the default number of  ticks (<dfd>) or milliseconds 
(<msdfd>) that DMDX should present each frame of a trial.. 21



DMDX Scripting: Header Line

<ep> <s 4> <azk> <cr> <d 0> <vm desktop> <msdfd 500> <dwc 0> 

<dbc 255255255> <dfs 12> <t 3000> <nfbt> <FeedbackLine 4> <fbd 100>

<id keyboard> <id “Controller (Gamepad F310)”> <mr “+Button 7”>

<mnr “+Button 4”> <mpr “+Button 5”> <eop>

• <dwc X> Default Writing Color (“000000000”/“0” is black).

• <dbc X> Default Background Color (“255255255” is white).

• <dfs X> Default Font Size

• <t X> subject response Timeout (i.e. the number of  ms DMDX gives

a participant to respond to an item before timing out).
22



DMDX Scripting: Header Line

<ep> <s 4> <azk> <cr> <d 0> <vm desktop> <msdfd 500> <dwc 0> 

<dbc 255255255> <dfs 12> <t 3000> <nfbt> <FeedbackLine 4> <fbd 100>

<id keyboard> <id “Controller (Gamepad F310)”> <mr “+Button 7”>

<mnr “+Button 4”> <mpr “+Button 5”> <eop>

• <nfb> No FeedBack (i.e. suppress “Correct”/“Incorrect” feedback).

• <nfbt> No FeedBack Time (i.e. suppress presenting RT in feedback).

• <FeedbackLine X>/<fbl X> present Feedback on Line X.

• <fbd X> FeedBack Duration (specified in number of  ticks).
23



DMDX Scripting: Header Line

<ep> <s 4> <azk> <cr> <d 0> <vm desktop> <msdfd 500> <dwc 0> 

<dbc 255255255> <dfs 12> <t 3000> <nfbt> <FeedbackLine 4> <fbd 100>

<id keyboard> <id “Controller (Gamepad F310)”> <mr “+Button 7”>

<mnr “+Button 4”> <mpr “+Button 5”> <eop>

• <id X> Input Device (i.e. which device should DMDX expect 

participants to use to respond during the experiment).

• This can be the keyboard, a gamepad, a button box, a mic, etc.

• You can use multiple input devices within the same script.

• You can get the names of  available devices from TimeDX. 24



DMDX Scripting: Header Line

<ep> <s 4> <azk> <cr> <d 0> <vm desktop> <msdfd 500> <dwc 0> 

<dbc 255255255> <dfs 12> <t 3000> <nfbt> <FeedbackLine 4> <fbd 100>

<id keyboard> <id “Controller (Gamepad F310)”> <mr “+Button 7”>

<mnr “+Button 4”> <mpr “+Button 5”> <eop>

• <mr X> Map Request button (keyboard default = SPACEBAR).

• <mpr X> Map Positive Response button (keyboard default = R-SHIFT).

• <mnr X> Map Negative Response button (keyboard default = L-SHIFT).

• You can get the names of  the buttons for each ID from TimeDX.
25



DMDX Scripting: Other Useful Keywords

<cfb “Correct”> <wfb “Wrong”> <tlfb “No response detected”>

• <cfb “X”> Correct FeedBack (i.e. specify the text DMDX should 

display when a subject gives the correct response).

• <wfb “X”> Wrong FeedBack (i.e. specify the text DMDX should 

display when a subject gives the wrong response).

• <tlfb “X”> Too Long FeedBack (i.e. specify the text DMDX should 

display when DMDX times out before response).

• For some reason, these cannot be a part of  the header line. Instead, you can 

put them somewhere on an early item line. 26



DMDX Scripting: Lexical Decision Script

<ep> <s 4> <azk> <cr> <d 0> <vm desktop> <msdfd 500> <dwc 0> 

<dbc 255255255> <dfs 12> <t 3000> <nfbt> <FeedbackLine 4> <fbd 100>

<id keyboard> <id “Controller (Gamepad F310)”> <mr “+Button 7”>

<mnr “+Button 4”> <mpr “+Button 5”> <eop>

$0 <cfb “Correct”> <wfb “Wrong”> <tlfb “No response detected”>,

“Press SPACEBAR to begin”;$

+911901 * "LOCK"/;

+911902 * "BERRY"/;

-921995 * "PONK"/;

-921996 * "CUSTY"/;

$0 “Thank you for participating!”;$
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DMDX Scripting: Item Lines

+911901 * "LOCK"/;

+911902 * "BERRY"/;

-921995 * "PONK"/;

-921996 * "CUSTY"/;

• Each line begins with a value indicating the expected response for this trial:

• + positive response

• - negative response

• ^ no response

• = any response

• 0 request next item

28



DMDX Scripting: Item Lines

+911901 * "LOCK"/;

+911902 * "BERRY"/;

-921995 * "PONK"/;

-921996 * "CUSTY"/;

• These values are item numbers. They serve to identify each item/trial.

• You should assign each item/trial a unique item number, and you should 

create your item numbers such that you can reconstruct what the trial was 

solely from the item number…

29



DMDX Scripting: Item Numbers

• In addition to some diagnostic 

information, DMDX records only 

the item number, the RT (ms), and 

whether the expected response was 

given (positive) or not (negative).

• You need to be able to reconstruct 

the actual item/trial from the item 

number alone.

30



DMDX Scripting: Item Numbers

• When I create an experiment, I always give each item/trial a unique number 

from which I can also reconstruct properties of  interest.

Visual Masked Priming: WXYZZZ

• W = List Number (1-4, 9 = practice items);

• X = Target Lexicality (1 = real words, 2 = non-words);

• Y = Priming Condition (1 = Identity, 2 = Related, 3 = Control);

• ZZZ = Target Identifier (001-250; each target has a unique number).
31



DMDX Scripting: Item Numbers

32



DMDX Scripting: Item Lines

+911901 * "LOCK"/;

+911902 * "BERRY"/;

-921995 * "PONK"/;

-921996 * "CUSTY"/;

• Clock on signal – Tells DMDX went to start recording subject responses.

• In Line1, DMDX starts recording at the onset of  presentation of  LOCK.

• Alternatively you can use “<svp start X>” to tell DMDX to start recording 

X ms after the onset of  the stimulus/frame.

33



DMDX Scripting: Item Lines

+911901 * "LOCK"/;

+911902 * "BERRY"/;

-921995 * "PONK"/;

-921996 * "CUSTY"/;

• This tells DMDX what stimulus to present during this frame of  the item.

• In the first example, DMDX will present the word LOCK as text midscreen by default.

• Use “<bmp>” to tell DMDX to interpret this as the name of  a bitmap file,

“<dv>” to tell DMDX to interpret this as the name of  a video file (e.g. AVI, MPEG),

“<wav 2>” to tell DMDX to interpret this as the name of  a wav file.

• Unless specified, DMDX displays each frame for the default frame duration.

+911903 * <bmp> "apple"/;

+911904 * <jpg> "banana"/;

-911997 * <dv> "hello"/;

-911998 * <wav 2> "goodbye"/;

34



DMDX Scripting: Item Lines

+911901 * "LOCK"/;

+911902 * "BERRY"/;

-921995 * "PONK"/;

-921996 * "CUSTY"/;

• “/” mark the end of  a frame. The frame is presented for some duration (e.g. 

the dfd), then is cleared from the screen (if  “/” is omitted, the frame will stay 

onscreen until the user presses a button to request the next item).

• “;” marks the end of  an item/trial. DMDX waits for a response or timeout, 

then it pauses for the Delay (d) time before moving to the next item/trial.
35



Questions so far???

<ep> <s 4> <azk> <cr> <d 0> <vm desktop> <msdfd 500> <dwc 0> 

<dbc 255255255> <dfs 12> <t 3000> <nfbt> <FeedbackLine 4> <fbd 100>

<id keyboard> <id “Controller (Gamepad F310)”> <mr “+Button 7”>

<mnr “+Button 4”> <mpr “+Button 5”> <eop>

$0 <cfb “Correct”> <wfb “Wrong”> <tlfb “No response detected”>,

“Press SPACEBAR to begin”;$

+911901 * "LOCK"/;

+911902 * "BERRY"/;

-921995 * "PONK"/;

-921996 * "CUSTY"/;

$0 “Thank you for participating!”;$
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If  you paste everything below into a .rtf  file, you have 

a script for a simple, four-target lexical decision task 

which DMDX can read! Try running the “Super 

simple lexical decision script” .rtf  file in DMDX.



Multiple Frames in a Single Item/Trial

+914901 "######" / "razzle" / * "DAZZLE" /;

• You can think of  a frame as a single stimulus presentation event.

• An item/trial can consist of  a single frame or a sequence of  frames, 

separated by frame delimiters “/”.

• The trial above consists of  three frames:

1. presentation of  ######;

2. presentation of  razzle;

3. presentation of  DAZZLE (clock starts at onset of  this frame).

1 2 3

37



Multiple Frames in a Single Item/Trial

+913912<msfd 500> "######" / <msfd 50> "hydra" / * <msfd 500> "DAGON" /;

• For visual masked priming, you need to use multiple frames in a single 

trial. You specify the duration of  each frame using “<msfd X>”

• The trial above consists of  three frames:

1. presentation of  ###### for 500 ms;

2. presentation of  hydra for 50 ms;

3. presentation of  DAGON for 500 ms (clock starts at onset of  this frame).
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Writing your DMDX Script

• So to write a DMDX script for a visual masked priming experiment, you just 

need to write your item lines as consisting of  multiple frames, replacing the 

expected response, item number, prime, and trial as necessary.

+913912 <msfd 500> "######" / <msfd 50> "hydra" / * <msfd 500> "DAGON" /;

• You don’t need to write your entire script by-hand. Instead, you can use write 

code to convert your stimulus list into this format, or use Excel formulas.

• I usually write the header and any non-item components of  the item lines (e.g. 

instructions, breaks) in Word, but I use Excel formulas to generate the code for the 

actual item lines, and then copy and paste the item lines into my .rtf  file.
39



Writing your DMDX Script

40



List Randomization

• Suppose you have more than one experimental list (which will be the case 

if  your experiment has a within-items design), and you want to randomly 

assign participants to one list. You have two options:

1. You could create multiple experiment scripts and randomly decide 

which one to run for a given participant.

2. You could create multiple lists within a single experiment script, and use 

DMDX’s “random” function to randomly assign participants to a list 

whenever it runs that script.

41



Header

Randomizer

List 1

Start of  List 2

Item Lines
End of  List 2

DMDX moves here at 

the end of  each list

42



Header

Randomizer

List 1

Start of  List 2

Item Lines
End of  List 2

DMDX moves here at 

the end of  each list

43

This should equal your 

total number of  lists.

DMDX generates a number 

at random (here: 1000, 2000, 

or 3000) and then sends the 

user to the item line starting 

with that number.

At the end of  each list, DMDX 

is instructed to “branch” to the 

item line starting with “999”, 

and so the user bypasses all 

intervening item lines.



Scrambling and Scramble Grouping

• What if  you need DMDX to randomize the order of  items/trials?

• You can do this using the <s X> scramble keyword in your header line.

• Scramble takes all items that are not enclosed in “$” (scrambling delimiters): 

1. divides them into groups of  size X, 

2. shuffles the order of  the groups;

3. shuffles the order of  the items within each group.

44



Scrambling and Scramble Grouping

+934 * “apple”/;

+334 * “banana”/;

-431 * “norf ”/;

-341 * “blurf ”/;

+324 * “pear”/;

+532 * “lemon”/;

-323 * “blipt”/;

-214 * “klsporf ”/;

+314 * “coconut”/;

+363 * “peach”/;

-351 * “yurdle”/;

-241 * “gnork”/;

+324 * “pear”/;

+532 * “lemon”/;

-323 * “blipt”/;

-214 * “klsporf ”/;

+314 * “coconut”/;

+363 * “peach”/;

-351 * “yurdle”/;

-241 * “gnork”/;

+934 * “apple”/;

+334 * “banana”/;

-431 * “norf ”/;

-341 * “blurf ”/;

<s 4>

+532 * “lemon”/;

-214 * “klsporf ”/;

+324 * “pear”/;

-323 * “blipt”/;

+314 * “coconut”/;

-351 * “yurdle”/;

-241 * “gnork”/;

+363 * “peach”/;

-341 * “blurf ”/; 

+334 * “banana”/;

+934 * “apple”/;

-431 * “norf ”/; 45



Scrambling and Scramble Grouping

+934 * “apple”/;

+334 * “banana”/;

-431 * “norf ”/;

-341 * “blurf ”/;

+324 * “pear”/;

+532 * “lemon”/;

-323 * “blipt”/;

-214 * “klsporf ”/;

+314 * “coconut”/;

+363 * “peach”/;

-351 * “yurdle”/;

-241 * “gnork”/;

<s 3>

-341 * “blurf ”/;

+324 * “pear”/;

+532 * “lemon”/;

+363 * “peach”/;

-351 * “yurdle”/;

-241 * “gnork”/;

-323 * “blipt”/;

-214 * “klsporf ”/;

+314 * “coconut”/;

+934 * “apple”/;

+334 * “banana”/;

-431 * “norf ”/;

+324 * “pear”/;

-341 * “blurf ”/;

+532 * “lemon”/;

-351 * “yurdle”/;

-241 * “gnork”/;

+363 * “peach”/;

+314 * “coconut”/;

-323 * “blipt”/;

-214 * “klsporf ”/;

-431 * “norf ”/;

+334 * “banana”/;

+934 * “apple”/; 46



“What’s wrong with this?”

+934 * “apple”/;

+334 * “banana”/;

+324 * “pear”/;

+532 * “lemon”/;

+314 * “coconut”/;

+363 * “peach”/;

-431 * “norf ”/;

-341 * “blurf ”/;

-323 * “blipt”/;

-214 * “klsporf ”/;

-351 * “yurdle”/;

-241 * “gnork”/;

<s 6>

-431 * “norf ”/;

-341 * “blurf ”/;

-323 * “blipt”/;

-214 * “klsporf ”/;

-351 * “yurdle”/;

-241 * “gnork”/;

+934 * “apple”/;

+334 * “banana”/;

+324 * “pear”/;

+532 * “lemon”/;

+314 * “coconut”/;

+363 * “peach”/;

• You will ALWAYS have 6 

real words in a row and 6 

non-words in a row.

• You need to do some 

pre-randomization.

• e.g. for a LD task with   

<s 4>, I make sure that 

every 4 items contains 2 

real and 2 non-words.
47



“What’s wrong with this?”

• Hence, I did some pre-

randomization in the 

Excel file I shared with 

you, grouping items 

into sets of  four (2 

real-word targets, 2 

non-word targets).

48



Scrambling Delimiters

+934 * “apple”/;

+334 * “banana”/;

-431 * “norf ”/;

-341 * “blurf ”/;

+324 * “pear”/;

+532 * “lemon”/;

$0 “Take a break”;$

-323 * “blipt”/;

-214 * “klsporf ”/;

+314 * “coconut”/;

+363 * “peach”/;

-351 * “yurdle”/;

-241 * “gnork”/;

<s 3>

-341 * “blurf ”/;

+324 * “pear”/;

+532 * “lemon”/;

+363 * “peach”/;

-351 * “yurdle”/;

-241 * “gnork”/;

$0 “Take a break”;$

-323 * “blipt”/;

-214 * “klsporf ”/;

+314 * “coconut”/;

+934 * “apple”/;

+334 * “banana”/;

-431 * “norf ”/;

• You can enclose anything 

that you DON’T want 

scrambled in scrambling 

delimiters “$”.

• DMDX will scramble the 

scramblable item lines around 

the non-scramblable ones.
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Scrambling Delimiters

+934 * “apple”/;

+334 * “banana”/;

-431 * “norf ”/;

-341 * “blurf ”/;

+324 * “pear”/;

+532 * “lemon”/;

\

-323 * “blipt”/;

-214 * “klsporf ”/;

+314 * “coconut”/;

+363 * “peach”/;

-351 * “yurdle”/;

-241 * “gnork”/;

<s 3>

-341 * “blurf ”/;

+324 * “pear”/;

+532 * “lemon”/;

+934 * “apple”/;

+334 * “banana”/;

-431 * “norf ”/;

\

-323 * “blipt”/;

-214 * “klsporf ”/;

+314 * “coconut”/;

+363 * “peach”/;

-351 * “yurdle”/;

-241 * “gnork”/;

• What if  you have items that 

shouldn’t be scrambled 

together (e.g. practice items, 

items for different lists)?

• You can delimit these groups 

using “\” (which should 

precede each set of  items).

• DMDX will scramble the 

items before “\” and the items 

after “\”, but it will not mix 

the two groups of  items.
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Scrambling and Scramble Grouping
<s 3> <g 2>

• What if  you want sets of  

items to remain together in a 

fixed order, but you want the 

order of  the sets scrambled?

• You can use <g X>, the 

scramble grouping factor.

• This divides the scramblable

items into groups of  size X, 

and these groups are then 

treated as single items for 

scrambling purposes.

+934 * “apple”/;

+334 * “banana”/;

-431 * “norf ”/;

-341 * “blurf ”/;

+324 * “pear”/;

+532 * “lemon”/;

-323 * “blipt”/;

-214 * “klsporf ”/;

+314 * “coconut”/;

+363 * “peach”/;

-351 * “yurdle”/;

-241 * “gnork”/;

-323 * “blipt”/;

-214 * “klsporf ”/;

+314 * “coconut”/;

+363 * “peach”/;

-351 * “yurdle”/;

-241 * “gnork”/;

+934 * “apple”/;

+334 * “banana”/;

-431 * “norf ”/;

-341 * “blurf ”/;

+324 * “pear”/;

+532 * “lemon”/;
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Let’s try running the “4b - Visual masked 

priming script (multiple lists)” .rtf  in DMDX.
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More Useful Stuff

(time permitting)
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Multiple Stimuli in a Single Frame

+919905 * "FLORK", "Is this a real word or not?" /;

• You can also tell DMDX to present multiple stimuli during a single frame, 

using “,” to delimit components of  the frame.

• By default, DMDX presents all stimuli in the middle of  the screen. The code 

above will cause DMDX to display the following:

FLORKIs this a real word or not?
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Multiple Stimuli in a Single Frame

+919905 * <Line -2> "FLORK", <Line 2> "Is this a real word or not?" /;

• There are a number of  ways you could specify the location at which DMDX 

should present a visual stimulus, such as with the “<Line X>” parameter.

• <Line X> divides the screen into a number of  rows (based on stimulus size).

…

<Line -1>

<Line 0>

<Line 1>

…

Middle of  the screen 

One row up from the middle of  the screen

One row down from the middle of  the screen

“<Line X>” always centers the stimulus.
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Multiple Stimuli in a Single Frame

+919905 * <Line -2> "FLORK", <Line 2> "Is this a real word or not?" /;

• The code above will cause DMDX to display the following:

FLORK

Is this a real word or not?
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Multiple Stimuli in a Single Frame

+919905 * <bmp 100, 100, 1266, 668> "apple", …

-929907 * <bmp .05, .05, .95, .95> "banana", …

• For an image, you can use <bmp X1, Y1> or <bmp X1, Y1, X2, Y2> to 

specify the X, Y coordinates of  either the upper left corner of  the image or 

both the upper left and bottom right corners. Similarly for <dv X1, Y1>…

• DMDX will stretch/compress the image as needed for the coordinates you provide.

• You can use integers to specify the absolute position of  the corners in pixels, or you 

can use decimals to specify proportional distance from the left/top edges of  the screen.

• “<bmp 0, 0, 0, 0>” makes the image fullscreen. 57



Multiple Stimuli in a Single Frame

+919905 * <XY 100, 100> "apple", …

-929907 * <XY .8, .8> "banana", …

• You can do something similar for text using <XY X1, Y1> (to specify the X, 

Y coordinates of  the upper left corner of  the text) or <x X1> or <y Y1> (to 

specify the X coordinate or the Y coordinate of  the upper left corner).

• Likewise, integers specify the absolute position of  the corners in pixels, and decimals 

specify a proportional distance from the left/top edges of  the screen.

• <XYJustification N> can also be used to set the justification for the coordinates.
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Multi-Way Branching

$0 <mpr “+Button 0”> <mpr “+Button 1”> <mpr “+Button 2”> <mpr “+Button 3”>, “Press 
SPACEBAR to begin”;

+200 * “Press a button”,

<mwb “+Button 0”,300 “+Button 1”,301 “+Button 2”,302 “+Button 3”,303, bu,-200>;

300 “You pressed A”/, <bu 400>;

301 “You pressed B”/, <bu 400>;

302 “You pressed X”/, <bu 400>;

303 “You pressed Y”/, <bu 400>;

400 “End”/;$

• You can use this for two purposes:

• You want to force DMDX to accept more than 

two possible responses (+/-) to an item;

• You want subjects to receive a follow-up question 

based on their response to the current question.
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Running a Script
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Running a Script

• So you’ve written a DMDX experiment script. The next thing to do is to run 

it (either playtesting it or running it with an actual, live participant).

1. Make sure that all of  the supplementary files you need to run the script (e.g. 

any image, audio, or video files) are in the same directory as the script. Also, 

make sure that you don’t have the .rtf  file open in Word.

2. Open DMDX, select your script, check the “Ignore Unknown RTF” and 

(if  you need DMDX to display special characters) “Unicode” boxes.

3. If  this is your first time running the script, click “Syntax Check”.
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Running a Script

• “Syntax Check” runs through your script line by line and gives you an error 

message if  it reaches a point where DMDX cannot continue.

• Some error messages are more informative than others.
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Running a Script

• “Syntax Check” runs through your script line by line and gives you an error 

message if  it reaches a point where DMDX cannot continue.

• Some error messages are more informative than others.

• Some error messages don’t really tell you anything about what went wrong.

• If  you can’t figure out what an error message means, check online or ask someone.

• If  you see the last line of  your script followed by “JOB ABORTED”, 

DMDX was able to run the script without issue. Congrats!

• But this doesn’t mean DMDX presented everything the way you intended: 

you still need to playtest the experiment yourself. 65



Running a Script

• So you’ve written a DMDX experiment script. The next thing to do is to run 
it (either playtesting it or running it with an actual, live participant).

1. Make sure that all of  the supplementary files you need to run the script (e.g. 
any image, audio, or video files) are in the same directory as the script. Also, 
make sure that you don’t have the .rtf  file open in Word.

2. Open DMDX, select your script, check the “Ignore Unknown RTF” and 
(if  you need DMDX to display special characters) “Unicode” boxes.

3. If  this is your first time running the script, click “Syntax Check”.

4. If you are ready to run the script, click “Run”.
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General Protips

• Playtest your script on the machine you will use to run the experiment.

• Make sure you’ve got the monitor refresh rate and input device/button names correct. 

Make sure you’re using the same version of  DMDX on the PC you will run subjects on. 

Make sure DMDX presents everything the way you intended. Etc.

• Pay special attention to any special characters you are using.

• There’s a funny quirk to running a Maltese experiment in DMDX. Maltese uses a 

number of  “special” characters: “ħ ċ ġ ż”. Of  these, “ċ” alone will display the “c” and 

the dot “˙” as separate characters if  you try to type these in Word as a single character.

• I’m still not sure why this doesn’t happen to “ġ ż”??
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Anecdotes: Times I screwed up.

• When I playtested my first script, I discovered in the .azk file that DMDX 

always skipped 1 of  the 8 practice trials (the skipped trial was randomized).

• I solved this by putting a “\” before the practice items (and not just between blocks of  

items that I did not want DMDX to scramble together).

• Once an undergrad and I were working on a remote visual masked priming 

experiment. The experiment ran correctly on his computer, but “for reasons” 

the version of  DMDX we were using to run the experiment on subjects’ 

computers DMDX displayed the primes for ~100 ms (not 50 ms).

• We discovered this after running dozens of  subjects on MTurk… 
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tl;dr

Playtest your scripts thoroughly.
• I ALWAYS playtest each script myself, even if this takes hours.

• Once I was crazy enough to make a sixteen-list experiment…

• Playtesting will also give you a realistic expectation of how long it will take

participants to complete the experiment, and so you will be able to schedule 

participants appropriately.
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General Protips

• Make sure to include some practice trials so that your participants familiarize 

themselves with the experimental task.

• You can add practice trials by adding 

extra trials before the list randomizer.

• Make sure to use “\” before the items of

the first list so that they aren’t scrambled

with the practice items.

• Often participants are slower on their first

few trials, or they may skip the first few

trials altogether. It’s much better for this

to happen on practice trials. 70
“4c - Visual masked priming script (multiple lists with practice)” .rtf  file.



The Results
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The .azk file

• At the end of  the experiment, press ESCAPE: DMDX will ask if  you would 

like to save the data. DMDX writes your results to a .azk file, which contains:

• The item codes for the items a subject received (in order in which they received the 

items), their RT to each item, and whether they got the item correct or not.

• Some diagnostic information (e.g. the monitor refresh rate).

• Error information (e.g. whether a frame was delayed, elongating the previous frame).

• Each time you run a new subject, DMDX assigns them a subject ID number 

and appends their results to the .azk file (it does not erase old data).
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Item Codes

RT (ms)

Positive RT = Subject gave the 

expected (i.e. correct) response.

Negative RT = Subject did not 

give the expected response (i.e. 

they were incorrect).

-3000.00 = Subject failed to 

respond in 3000 ms, causing 

DMDX to timeout.
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The .azk file

• You need to get your results into a .csv file in order to analyze them in R.

• There is a program called “Analyze.exe” which you can use to convert a .azk

file to a .csv file, but I just copy my results (i.e. the item codes and RTs) by 

hand into Excel, save as .csv, and write R code to process it.

• Why? It allows me to scrutinize display errors and decide what data (if  any) to throw 

out (important when our sound booth had a shitty computer). And it’s easy. And I don’t 

trust newfangled technology.

• We’re not gonna go into R, analyzing data, lme, etc. here, but feel free to ask.

• You can also check out a crude .azk + data analysis tutorial I made here.
75
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What if  you forget to save your data??

• All is not lost! But you need to act fast before running DMDX again.

• When you run a script in DMDX, DMDX produces three other files:

• rtfparsed.itm DMDX reads in the rtf  file and does some initial parsing of  it.

• scrambled.itm DMDX scrambles the scramblable item lines, and then writes 

what’s essentially a new version of  the .rtf  file reflecting this.

• job1.zil DMDX records the item codes, RTs, and whether or not the 

participant gave the correct response. This is literally what DMDX 

appends to the .azk file when you save the data.
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Recovering your data from job1.zil

• If  you forget to save the data at the end of  the experiment, or if  DMDX 

crashes prematurely, you can recover the data for the current participant by 

opening job1.zil as a .txt file.

• Again, it’s literally what DMDX was going to append to the .azk file.

• Whenever you run DMDX, it writes over the rtfparsed.itm, scrambled.itm, 

job1.zil files in the current directory. Consequently, if  you need to get your 

data from job1.zil you need to do so BEFORE running DMDX again.
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Questions?
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